Stability of synaptic plasticity in the adult rat visual cortex induced by complex environment exposure.
Studies have demonstrated the effects of complex environment (EC) housing on brain plasticity both during postnatal development and in adulthood, but it is not clear how long these plastic changes persist nor what happens when environmental exposure is discontinued. Here we examined layer IV in the visual cortex of adult male rats for the: (1) effects of EC housing on synaptic plasticity, and (2) persistence of the synaptic changes after withdrawal from the complex environment. Fifty-eight adult male Long Evans rats were assigned to either: EC, socially paired housing (SC), or individual housing (IC). These rats remained in their assigned environment for 30 days. After 30 days, all rats in SC and some animals from the EC and IC groups were removed and perfused. The remaining animals in EC were then assigned to either remain in EC (ECEC) or be subsequently housed in IC (ECIC) for another 30 days. Similarly, rats in the IC group either remained in IC (ICIC) or were subsequently housed in EC (ICEC) for another 30 days. Electron microscopy results showed that all rats exposed to EC had significantly more synapses/neuron compared to SC, IC, and ICIC animals. Longer exposure to EC (ECEC) did not result in statistically more synapses per neuron; however, decreased neuron volume was seen. EC-induced synaptic changes persisted for an additional 30 days after withdrawal from EC (ECIC) confirming that EC-induced plastic changes occur in the brain regardless of age and indicating that once changes occur they tend to persist.